One-way Hash function is not only widely used in the aspects of the digital signature, identity authentication and integrity checking, etc. but also the research hotspot in the field of contemporary cryptography. In this paper, it firstly utilized neural network and practiced the chaotic sequences produced by one-dimensional nonlinear mapping. And then, it constructed Hash function with cipherkey by means of altering sequences. One of the advantages of this algorithm is that neural network hides the chaotic mapping relations and make it difficult to obtain mapping directly. Simulation experiment showed that the algorithm have good unidirectionality and weak collision, and stronger confidentiality than the tradition-based Hash function, as well as easy to achieve.
Introduction
Hash function is an aggregate transformation from the whole message aggregate to a summary aggregate with fixed-length messages, it can be divided into two categories [1, 2] : the Hash function with cipherkey and without cipherkey. The Hash function without cipherkey is a key link in digital signature. It not only can greatly shorten the signature time, but also plays an important role in information integrity check and secure storage of accounts and passwords in operating system. The Hash function with cipherkey can be used for authentication, shared cipherkey and software protection, etc [2, 3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , it puts forward some Hash function construction operations based on chaos. However, these algorithms are design implementations based on a certain nonlinear mapping and the limitation to chaotic mapping parameter and state stimulation precision; also make chaotic sequences show the shortcomings such as short cycle, strong correlation and local linear. Therefore, the chaotic system implemented in the lower precision is not suitable to construct Hash function. Just aiming at this, the paper puts forward chaotic Hash algorithm based on neural network.
The characteristics, such as neural network nonlinear, associative memory, massively parallel distribution and high fault tolerance, are available to cryptographic communication. Only operate its parallel arithmetic method directly by integrated circuit. The paper utilized radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) to practice the known chaotic sequences, the resulting nonlinear sequences constructed Hash function with cipherkey. Through making full use of the flexibility of neural network, in the unified system structure, it can carry out that different chaotic system produce a variety of chaotic sequences by means of altering the network connection weight numbers. Meanwhile, it turns the chaotic mapping relations into implicit form, and makes it more concealed. This algorithm has high sensitivity to initial value, good unidirectionalilty and weak collision, and stronger confidentiality based on chaotic mapping Hash function, as well as easy to achieve.
The Study of RBF Neural Network versus Chaotic Sequence

RBF neural network (RBFNN)
The structure of RBF radial basis neural network is shown in Fig.1 . It is a kind of neural network with simple structure, superior performance and the capacity of local approximation. It contains two layers: hidden layer and output layer. Assume the number of input nodes is n , the hidden layer node is m , and the output node is 1.
RBFNN Network input is:
  Then, the network output is:
The Characteristics of Piecewise-nonlinear Chaotic Mapping
As shown in Fig.2 , one-dimensional nonlinear mapping with good dynamic characteristics:
is defined as follows: [12, 13] Hash Function Construction Based on RBFNN and Chaotic Mapping
We found mapping F(· ) has the following properties:
has the autocorrelation function of δ function
, that is, Lyapunov index is: 
Noted that ) (x F I is a even symmetry mapping, and get
According to above theory,
Pr is the Frobenius-Perron operator of mapping ) (x f , and is defined clearly in [kohda]. 
is an even number, so property (iii) is tenable.
The RBFNN (GS-RBFNN) Produced Chaotic Sequences
RBF networks have good capacity to approach arbitrary nonlinear mapping, therefore, the network can possess chaotic state through studying on chaotic sequence and modeling. The model system structure, based on RBF neural network chaotic sequences, is shown in Fig.3 . The database of network connection weight numbers and initial values are used to store the network connection weight numbers and the corresponding initial values trained by learning samples. The feedback from the network output end to input end shaped closed-loop structure, and make the output chaotic sequence feedback to input end as the initial value for next output sequence, so as to output the chaotic sequences continuously. At last, it converts the simulated chaotic sequence produced by network into binary chaotic sequences. 
, and then we can take the value of
as the input and output of neural networks ) 1 (  n x (predictive value). The first step is to take N sets of sequences which match one-dimensional nonlinear mappings as the initial value fed into the neural network to produce new sequences,
, it is concluded how to use
to predict the k step: ) ( k n x  We adopt recurrence method: it only predicts one step at a time, that is ) ( k n x  , then input the predicted value which is increased continuously as the RBFNN. And then get the value for the next step, circulated in this way, and finally gets all the required values. original information from Hash value [8, 10] . In order to describe this feature clearly, we make Hash experiment on below Plaintext 1 respectively:
Cryptologyist the science of overt secret writing (cryptography), of its authorized decryption (cryptanalysis), and of the rules which are in turn intended to make that unauthorized decryption more difficult (encryption security).
In order to show the difference vividly between the plaintext and Hash value, we expressed by twodimensional figure. Seen from ASCII distribution map of plaintext in Fig.5 , ASCII code values are more concentrated, its code values are mainly distributed in a smaller range. Seen from the hexadecimal Hash value in Fig.6 , operated by Hash function, the hexadecimal Hash value is very decentralized and homogenously distributed. In other words, by means of diffusion and confusion, in the Hash values, there isn't any information contained in the message (including statistical probability information of the messages). It is the Hash effect that we just desired.
Collision Analysis
The collision refers to that different initial values of Hash mapping have the same results. That is occurred many-to-one mapping [3, 5] . Select the initial text as a byte, which is 8 bit, and the corresponding value of ASCII code is from 0 to 255, the Hash result selected 8 bit, that is also from 0 to 255. In this way, the initial value space is the same as the final value space. Recording final value space to be k , which is the number of original image in initial space responding to the arbitrary value in the image space. Record the number of original images in final value space to be ) (k n , the bigger ) 1 ( n , the smaller ) 0 ( n and other items. It indicates that the less collision, the stronger scattering capacity of chaotic function. Use the measure ratio between the range space and domain space to quantitatively measure the collision incidence. The closer the L value gets 1, the lower degree of collision. When equals to 1, it indicates that the collision did not occurred totally.
Based on RBF neural network and chaotic mapping, the collision distribution map of Hash function is shown in Fig.7. In Fig.7 . Thus, it can be seen that the collision of the algorithm is lower. It is very difficult for the calculation of parameter L to compare with other algorithms, because the design of other algorithms mostly related to results length. If change result, it is very difficult to predict the change of Hash performance, which is equivalent to redesign algorithm. However, for the collision analysis on the application scale of 128 bit, the calculated quantities are too large and unrealistic. This algorithm can select any length as the result length, so as to make quantitative analysis on algorithm collision degree conveniently on small scale, which is just a unique advantage.
The Sensitive Dependence of Hash Value on Cipherkey
Based on RBF neural network and chaotic mapping, the Hash function construction has a sensitive dependence on cipherkey [11, 13] . Using the cipherkey with slight differences to perform Hash operation, it will produce completely different Hash value, which meets the requirements of definition exactly. In Fig.8 , make changes on cipherkey with 10 -3 , through Hash operation , it gets hexadecimal value distribution map. Seen from Fig.5 and Fig.8 , the slight change of cipherkey brings about the big changes with great probability, and gets distinctive Hash value. It can be seen that the algorithm has good unidirectionality and very high initial value sensitivity. 
Conclusion
Based on RBF neural network and chaotic mapping, the algorithm of Hash function is simple and quick. Moreover, the algorithm utilizes the sensitivity of discrete chaotic system to the initial condition and the unidirectionality of iterative process to make each bit of Hash value related with message M, and this relation is sensitive to the slight change of message and cipherkey. Since the iterative process will increasingly enlarge the difference among initial values, and the iteration experienced the first round will make the difference become large enough to affect Hash value. Therefore, encrypting different cipherkey to the same message will get the completely different Hash value. The complex and sensitive non-linear relation between Hash values and messages can resist linear analysis effectively. Due to great key space, it can resist exhaustive attack effectively. The dynamic integration between neural network and chaotic sequence makes the attack method of chaos theory and analytical approach of traditional cryptography become difficult, so as to make Hash algorithm become highly safe. 
